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Part Two of the explosive Prepper classic: The long-predicted Coronal Mass Ejection has arrived,

destroying civilization. Nathan Owens has been prepping for a disaster like this for years. But when

it occurs, he is far from his family and his refuge. He has to pull together a team of young

survivalists and use all his own hard-won skills to complete his two-thousand-mile journey through

hellâ€¦ just to get home.
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Just a great read. Spoiler alert.This one has Nathan, Ares the battle trained German Shepherd,

Amanda and John on the road after finally leaving the hellhole of a convenience store.Nathan is

teaching Amanda and John how to survive as they travel. Nathan shows them which plants are

edible and how to make a snare for small game such as rabbits and squirrels. He's also teaching

them how to shoot and how to care for their weapons. These are things all survivors should know if

they are to survive. Unfortunately most people have no idea how to survive and some of them will

try to take what others have. Nathan isn't going to let that happen and he's making sure Amy and

John know how to defend themselves and protect what the group has.Amanda, thirteen, has had it



hard since the lights went out.John is the proverbial "fat" kid that was heckled all his life. John has

proven to be a smart and savvy traveling companion and the hard miles are taking off those wasted

pounds. John has also showed he's highly intelligent. He catches onto things with hardly a break in

stride. In short he's one good kid who's not afraid to offer advice and speak his mind.Nathan Owens

is one savvy and very capable man. At home he's a part time cop who's seen action as an LEO,

he's also a registered nurse. Nathan has also trained with an ex-Navy SEAL and an Apache. These

two men taught him a lot about survival and what it takes to survive as well as training him with all

manner of fire arms.Nathan never envisioned having to use this training in a serious way but he's

glad he's got it and is able to pass it along to those with him. Nathan has no problem killing and he

makes sure those he shoots never get up to shoot him or those with him.

I held off a while on buying this book after the fiasco of the rerelease of Book One but as this author

is one of the best in this genre I had to buy Book Two. Was a great read and I enjoy the authors

style of writing (loot everything, have a dog, and include kids). Characters are a bit "superman" but

still enjoyable. Will purchase Book Three when it comes out.Would have given five stars but was a

little irritated when the author got off on a tangent with UN troops taking over the US and the whole

EMP being a UN/Homeland security conspiracy. Book suggest as many as 20 million UN troops

occupying the US. As one that served with the UN in a combat zone I know first that they couldn't

occupy Lichtenstein without US military help, Second, the UN has no troops. All troops dedicated to

UN missions come from the member nations and still report back to, are paid by and belong to

those nations. Thirdly all the member nations together do not have 20 million troops in their armies.

Many of the units that are committed by their nations (Bangladesh comes to mind) are so poorly

equipped that the other member nations have to equip them when they arrive. Some, like Fiji, are

committed to get the military age males out of their home country (Fiji routinely commits one of its

two battalions of soldiers to the UN). Total UN commitment of troops in 2013 was a little over

113,000 from all member nations to all peace keeping type missions. The largest possible

commitments in this scenario would be Russia (which still hasn't been able to occupy eastern

Ukraine right next door) or China (that can't take an island almost in sight of its coast) neither of

which would be able to sustain other than token forces in coastal enclaves.
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